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Purpose/Outcomes 

➠ Reconnect as whole Lab to a shared purpose of Grove 3547

➠ Ensure that key resources for teams (shared directories, lists, money, etc..) are
deployed and understood for next sprint as well, potentially, as for next cycle.

➠ Data-driven learning on Prototypes – Pivot/Persevere decisions

➠ Understand and evaluate potential scale of impact for each prototype and the Lab
as a whole

➠ Receive feedback and take prototypes to next stage with input from guests and
community

➠ Plan and set up the next build-measure-learn sprint for success



High outcome -- Teams leave Studio 2: 

- aligned on purpose across Lab

- trained and equipped with all key resources,

- with a set of learning to achieve by Studio 3, including some about scale (e.g. how
big their intervention can be and at what cost)

- with a set of predictions of what they will have achieved by Studio 3

- with concrete action steps and budget to complete learning by Studio 3

- with a plan for wild success – what to do after Studio 3 if their Prototype warrants
continuation

Moderate outcome -- Teams leave Studio 2: 

- aligned on purpose within their team

- trained and equipped with most resources,

- with a set of learning to achieve by Studio 3

- with at least one prediction of what they will have achieved by Studio 3

- with concrete action steps to complete learning by Studio 3

Low outcome -- Teams leave Studio 2: 

- aligned on tasks within their team

- trained and equipped with some resources,

- with at least one learning to achieve by Studio 3

- with concrete action steps.



Day 1 Session Time 

(Mins) 

Description Who comms/ 

logistics 

0800 state of the 

community 

90 CCT event 

Some Grove team 

members 

attending in 

their 

professional 

roles 

0900 Close 

State of the 

community 

15 Assume it’ll take some time 

for people to get out  

1030 Arrival at 

venue 

Registration 

30 

1100 Welcome & 

Check-in 

30 Welcome share comms 

work, videos(s), 

website, etc. 

1130 Road trip 

update 

Agenda 

review 

30 Review of the process and 

where we are on the map of 

our road-trip. Including 

purpose of the whole lab 

(written on flipcharts 

around room) 

Note changes within HT and 
teams in general 

(Building local capacity 

message) 

Review of the rest of the 

agenda for the 1.5 days and 

adjust to achieve outcomes 
based on feedback 

 Comms update -

Invite folks to 

sign up for i/vs 

w/Brianna & 

Nathan 



1200 prototyping 

teams I 

check-in 

45 Small groups in their teams 

Personal 

reflection/journaling 

Questions to consider 

asking teams to frame 

conversation: 

How’s communication 

within the group 

What’s responsiveness to 
one another & coaches 

How effective are our 

decision-making processes 

Culture of cooperation 

and collaboration - how 

are we gelling? 

How would we assess our 

prototyping process - are 

we trying stuff? 

Teams break out 

1245 Lunch 

1330 Learning 
from 

prototypes 

60 Plenary 

what has Prototype team 

learned? (10 mins + Q&A) 

provide structure for this 

(e.g., guiding questions) 

present learning in plenary 

1430 Break 15 

1445 Do we have 45 Review preconditions 



right 

Precondition

s in place? 

what resources we have? 

Money etc 

How to achieve scale? 

focus on this piece 

Preconditions triangle 

1530 prototyping 

teams II 

90 In teams 

Check prototypes against 

preconditions for  desired 

impact  

Design  

pivot/persevere/stop 

Overall strategy moving 

forward 

Teams break out 

1700 Check-out 

1730 Close 

DAY 2 

0900 Arrival 

0930 Check-in 15 

0945 Prototyping 
teams III 

60 Action-planning 

Time to take advantage of 

local expertise? 

Teams break 
out 



1045 Break 15 

1100 Prototyping 

teams IV 

How to make 

compelling, 

effective 

presentation 

90 

30+60 

What’s your story? 

Give them a structure to 
present - feel free to 

adapt; use as needed 

All together 

initially, then 

break out 

1215 Guests arrive Guests arrive 

Registration table for 
guests 

Guests (and teams) provided 

protocol for feedback 

1230 Lunch 60 Guests introduced 

Keep it light and 
conversational, not stiff 

and formal 

Some guests depart here. 

1330 Prototype 

presentation

s to guests  

90 Presentations from 

prototyping teams + Q&A 

Concern: amount of time 

sitting after lunch 

(consider energizers 

between presentations) 

1500 Break 15 

1515 Prototyping 

teams V 

135 What’s process moving 

forward (next prototyping 

or studio session? clarity 

on topics for this…) 

Teams break 

out 



Prototype materials 

Guests join teams 

according to interest and 

best use 

1615 Drinks 

available 

Teams continue working - 

network with/ get support 

from other teams 

Teams report out plans for 

next sprint 

1730 Check-out/ 15 

1745 - 

1930 

networkIng 105 Drinks and nibbles 




